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THE DETECTION SYSTEM OF THE DUBNAGAS-FILLED RECOIL SEPARATOR�V.G. Subbotin, S.N. Iliev, A.M. Sukhov, Yu.S. TsyganovA.N. Polyakov, V.I. Tomin, and A.A. VoinovJoint Institute for Nulear ResearhFlerov Laboratory of Nulear Reations141980, Dubna, Russia(Reeived Deember 2, 2002)The Dubna Gas-�lled Reoil Separator, operated at the U400 ylotronat the Flerov Laboratory of Nulear Reations, is one of the most e�ientexisting separator systems used to separate heavy produts of the ompletefusion nulear reations. The system of deteting the ompound nulei��deay sequenes and spontaneous �ssion events, data proessing, read-out and aumulation is desribed. The present system was suessfullyapplied in our experiments aimed at the synthesis of superheavy elementswith Z = 116 and Z = 114.PACS numbers: 25.70.Gh, 25.70.Jj, 27.90.+b1. IntrodutionIn our experiment on the synthesis of Z = 116 nulei in the reation248Cm+48Ca [1℄ the bombardment energy of Ca ions was 240 MeV andthe average beam intensity on the target was 0.7 p�A. The evaporationresidues (EVRs) reoiling from the target were separated in �ight from beampartiles, sattered nulei and transfer reation produts in the separator'sdipole magnet, �lled with hydrogen at a pressure of about 1 Torr. Thedipole is followed by two quadrupole lenses for fousing the EVRs on thefoal plane of the separator. The transmission e�ieny of the separator forZ=116 nulei was estimated to be about 35%.� Presented at the XXXVII Zakopane Shool of Physis �Trends in Nulear Physis�,Zakopane, Poland, September 3�10, 2002.(2159)



2160 V.G. Subbotin et al.2. Detetor and measurement systemThe separated EVRs passed through a time-of-�ight (TOF) measure-ment system omposed of two multiwire proportional hambers [2,3℄ plaedin pentane at a pressure of about 1.5 Torr and were �nally implanted in thedetetor module installed in the foal plane of the separator (Fig. 1). TheTOF information is used to disriminate the partile that passed through theseparator from ��partiles or spontaneous �ssion (SF) of implanted EVRs.START and STOP hambers are mounted 65 mm from eah other and havea sensitive area of about 140�60 mm2. The foal-plane silion detetor hastwelve 40 mm-high�10 mm-wide strips with vertial position sensitivity [4℄.

Fig. 1. Shemati view of the deteting module.The detetor is used to measure energies of EVRs, sequential ��deaysand spontaneous �ssion events. Their vertial position is determined fromomparison of the harge signals measured at the top and the bottom ofeah strip. This detetor is surrounded by eight 40 � 40 mm2 side dete-tors without position sensitivity. Thus, detetion e�ieny for ��deays ofimplanted nulei is inreased up to 87% of 4�. A set of three similar Si de-tetors was mounted behind the detetor array and operated in �veto� modein order to eliminate signals from low-ionizing light partiles, whih ouldpass through the foal-plane detetor (300 �m) without being deteted inthe TOF system.The detetion system was tested by deteting the reoil nulei and SF and��deays of the known isotopes of No produed in the reations204;206�208Pb(48Ca, xn) [5℄. The energy resolution for ��partiles absorbedin the foal-plane detetor was about 40 keV in the beginning of irradiation.For measuring the sum signals of ��partiles esaping the foal- plane dete-



The Detetion System of the Dubna Gas-Filled Reoil Separator 2161tor at di�erent angles and registered by side detetors, the energy resolutionwas � 190 keV. The FWHM position resolutions of the signals of orrelateddeays of nulei implanted in the detetors were 0.8 mm for EVR�� and0.5 mm for EVR-SF signals.To improve bakground onditions for deteting long-time deay se-quenes the beam was swithed o� after a reoil signal was deteted withparameters of implantation energy and TOF expeted for Z = 116 EVRs,followed by an ��like signal with the expeted energy in the same oordi-nate position [6℄. A shemati view of the measurement equipment is shownin Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Blok diagram of the measuring eletronis (only one detetor iruit isshown ompletely).To determine the event time, the 16-bit ounters KC-011 are used [10℄.All the data are digitized and organized in events by CAMAC eletronis.Speially designed rate ontrollers [11,12℄ are used to transfer the data fromthe CAMAC rate to the bu�er memory module [13℄ and to the memory ofthe PC AT/586.



2162 V.G. Subbotin et al.3. ResultsThe presented system of deteting, measurement and storage of experi-mental data, operated at the Dubna Gas-�lled Reoil Separator FLNR JINR,was suessfully applied in the experiments aimed at the synthesis of super-heavy nulei with Z = 114, 116 in the omplete fusion reations 244Pu+48Ca[14℄ and 248Cm+48Ca [1℄, respetively. During four months of ontinuousbombardment of 248Cm targets, we observed three similar deay sequenesthat an be assigned to the implantation and deay of the isotope of element116 with mass number 292. All the deay hains of onseutive ��deaysthat follow the deay of the mother nuleus agree well with the deay hainsof 288114, previously observed in the 244Pu+48Ca reation [14℄. With theaim of preparing a further experiment on the synthesis of the new element118, the present deteting and measurement system is being modernized.This work has been performed with the support of the Russian Founda-tion for Basi Researh under grants No.01-02-16486 and No.02-02-06190,and INTAS under grant No.991-1344.REFERENCES[1℄ Yu.Ts. Oganessian et al., Phys. Rev. C63, 011301 (2001).[2℄ A.N. Mezentsev et al., JINR Report, E7-93-57, p.208, Dubna, 1993.[3℄ Yu.S. Tsyganov et al., Nul. Instrum. Methods Phys. Res. A392, 197 (1997).[4℄ Yu.A. Lazarev et al., JINR Report, P13-97-238, Dubna, 1997.[5℄ Yu.Ts. Oganessian et al., Phys. Rev. C64, 054606 (2001).[6℄ Yu.S. Tsyganov, A.N. Polyakov, A.M. Sukhov et al., Nul. Instrum. MethodsPhys. Res. A477, 406 (2002); Yu.S. Tsyganov et al., Proeeding of the PSD6Conferene, Leiester, UK, 2002 (NIM A in print).[7℄ V.G. Subbotin, A.N. Kuznetsov, JINR Report, 13-12953, Dubna, 1979.[8℄ A.N. Kuznetsov, JINR Report, P13-87-188, Dubna, 1987.[9℄ V.G. Subbotin, A.N. Kuznetsov, JINR Report, 13-83-67, Dubna, 1983.[10℄ N.I. Zhuravlev et al., JINR Report, 10-8754, Dubna, 1975.[11℄ V.G. Subbotin, A.N. Kuznetsov, JINR Report, 13-12953, Dubna, 1979;I.N. Churin, JINR Communiation, P10-90-589, Dubna, 1990; N.I. Zhuravlevet al., JINR Communiation, P10-88-937, Dubna, 1988.[12℄ A.Yu. Bonyushkina et al., JINR Report, P10-95-284, Dubna, 1995.[13℄ N.I. Zhuravlev et al., JINR Report, P10-88-937, Dubna, 1988.[14℄ Yu.Ts. Oganessian et al., Phys. Rev. C62, 041604 (2000).


